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ADM DEFENCE/INDUSTRY
CONFERENCE COVERS MAJOR ISSUES
Canberra’s Hyatt Hotel again played host to the annual ADM
Defence/Industry Congress in late February, with a record number of delegates attending the two day event.
Held on February 25 and 26, the event was the 11th in the series
and attendees heard from a wide range of individual speakers and
panelists, from Defence Minister Senator David Johnston and
Assistant Minister for Defence Stuart Robert, DMO chief Warren
King, DSTO Chief Defence Scientist Dr Alex Zelinsky, through to
representatives from the major industry primes and Small to Medium
Enterprises (SME).
The subjects discussed were also wide-ranging, from the difficulties
in increasing Defence spending in the present political
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climate to the much-mentioned ‘valley
of death’ facing Australia’s naval
shipbuilding industry, including a panel
discussion of the impact of climate
change on Defence.
SPONSORS
This year IBM was the platinum sponsor, with the networking drinks sponsored by KPMG.
Morning tea was sponsored by the
Victorian Government; Transfield
Services were the lanyard sponsor
and SecureDrive the supporting
The Awards dinner was held in the beautiful and
sponsor. Michael Clifford, managhistoric environs of Old Parliament House.
ing director defence for IBM Australia
and Jodie Patron, associate director
of KPMG both gave presentations and Matt Lynch, director aviation, defence and
aerospace provided an overview of the Victorian Government’s association with
Defence and industry.
Aspen Medical sponsored the 2014 ADM Defence/Industry Team of the Year Awards
Dinner,) held at Old Parliament House on February 25. The company had been singled
out by Senator Johnston during his keynote address earlier in the day for their efforts
to provide specialist medical services in remote areas. “Aspen Medical are providing
phenomenal services in places where getting (healthcare) professionals is really difficult,”
he said. “Aspen is fighting a huge battle to try and encourage and service our major
bases, particularly in Darwin and Townsville, and I want to take my hat off to them.”

If you don’t get
the print edition…
email managing editor judyhinz@yaffa.com.au
to be on the distribution for the April 2014
edition of ADM with full conference coverage.

DEFENCE STAFF:
You are eligible under the Department’s enterprise subscription.
Email judyhinz@yaffa.com.au for details.
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L TO R: Mark Foster, Director of Business Development, CEA
Technologies Pty Limited; Mark Simmonds, ASMD Project Director,
DMO; Darren Kirkby, General Manager – Support Services, BAE
Systems Australia; Dean Rosenfield, Managing Director, SAAB Australia.

C

L to R: Harry Dunstall, Deputy CEO, DMO; Mark Dixon, Mercedes-Benz
Aust/Pacific; Ken Butler, Director of Capability Delivery, Light
Lightweight Capability.

E

L TO R: Mr David Swan – Deputy Operations Manager NSM (Aust);
CAPT Wendy Malcolm – ANZAC SPO Director; Harry Dunstall, Deputy
CEO, DMO.
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L to R: Warren King, CEO, DMO; Steve Mahoney, PPSS Project
Manager, Rockwell Collins; Ben Parker, PPSS Project Manager,
LSSB/SSCSPO, DMO.

D

L to R: Harry Dunstall, Deputy CEO, DMO; James Palmer – Director
Mounted combat Systems Program Office (MCSPO); Anthony Courias,
ASLAV FO CPT Program Manager, Thales Australia.

AWARDS
The Essington Lewis Trophy for the major company/DMO project team of the year was won by
the Anti-Ship Missile Defence (ASMD) project
office in conjunction with BAE Systems, Saab
Systems and CEA Technologies. IMAGE: A
The DMO’s Patrol-based Persistent
Surveillance Systems Project Team
and Rockwell Collins Australia won the
Outstanding Achievement in Rapid Acquisition
/ Essington Lewis Trophy for Excellence in
Collaboration between an SME and the DMO.
IMAGE: B

Winners in the Major Acquisition category were Mercedes-Benz Australia/Pacific and the
DMO Land 121/3A project team, LVS, Land Systems Division – Lightweight and Light Capability,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Vehicle. IMAGE: C
The Minor Project Category award was won by Thales Australia and DMO’s AMP002.12
Project Team, MCSPO, Land Systems Division – Acquisition of Australian Light Armoured Vehicle
(ASLAV) Crew Procedural Trainer (CPT). IMAGE: D
The FFH Class Maintenance Program Industry team, Naval Ship Management (Aust) Pty
Ltd (a joint venture between UGL and Babcock) and DMO’s ANZAC Systems Program
Office, Maritime Systems Division were winners in the Sustainment/Logistics Support category.

IMAGE: E
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AIDN Young
Achiever Award
Aidan Depetro from BMT Design &
Technology was announced as the national winner of the 2014 Australian Industry
& Defence Network (AIDN) Young
Achiever Award (YAA) at the ADM2014
Congress awards dinner.
In introducing the national finalists the
AIDN National President, Alan Rankins said
that although the finalists worked in diverse
backgrounds within the defence industry, each
YAA displayed outstanding qualities in their
profession and are a credit to themselves and
their employers.
This year’s AIDN National YAA competition had
three finalists. The other national finalists were:
• Vishu Babu, Babcock – DTC Finalist
• Daniel Wang, Thales – AIDN-NSW Finalist

AIDN Young Achiever National Award winner
Aidan Depetro of BMT Design & Technology
flanked by finalists Daniel Wang (Thales) and
Vishu Babu (Babcock).

MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
Following opening remarks from the chair on day one by Mike Kalms, defence
partner KPMG and on day two by John Blackburn, deputy chairman of the
Kokoda Foundation, keynote ministerial addresses were delivered by Defence
Minister Senator David Johnston and Assistant Minister for Defence Stuart Robert
respectively.
Senator Johnston began proceedings
on day one with a keynote address
designed to ensure awareness of
the government’s financial situation,
but also to reassure industry that he
understood the problems it was facing.
“I have no money,” he stated
bluntly, “Let’s be perfectly clear about
this, we have no money, these are
challenging times for the government.”
The good news however was the
pledge that the government would not
cut defence spending further and, as
promised, increase it to two percent
of GDP over a decade. “We will start
growing the defence budget as soon
as broader economic circumstances
We will start growing the defence budget as soon
permit,” he promised. “By delaying we
as broader economic circumstances permit:
make the step-up steeper and that will
Minister Johnston.

be horrendous.”
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Industry must deliver
Senator Johnston also told
delegates that the government was
productivity. “You cannot expect
committed to the reform of Defence
the government to underpin
from a first principles perspective – an
externally-led review to ensure money
industries that do not perform..”
is being spent wisely and he promised
that any savings would be reinvested
Defence Minister
into war-fighting capability.
With what he said would be a fully costed and affordable White Paper, supported
by a force posture analysis and Defence Capability Plan in the first quarter of 2015, the
Minister also promised certainty and clarity for industry.
“The Australian Government is committed to supporting local defence industry,”
he said. “Consistent with ensuring best value for the taxpayer and effective affordable
equipment for the Australian Defence Force, the government intends that the ADF should
use Australian-made equipment wherever possible.”
However he warned that industry must deliver productivity. “You cannot expect the
government to underpin industries that do not perform,” he told industry delegates. “You
must be lean and mean in terms of productivity.”
Finally, Senator Johnston used his address to announce an independent review into the
Air Warfare Destroyer program, to be led by former US Secretary of the Navy Professor
Don Winter and former Transfield Defence Systems chief Dr John White.
“The review will recommend remediations and mitigations to improve the cost and
schedule performance of the AWD program and to realise the national security benefits
of the program and the long term benefits of the program for the Australian shipbuilding
industry,” he said.

ASSISTANT MINISTER CHALLENGES GOVERNMENT,
INDUSTRY and ACADEMIA

There are very significant Australian industry
opportunities in the Land 400 project:
Minister Robert.

Launching day two of the congress, Assistant Minister for
Defence Stuart Robert’s main
themes were the opportunities
for Australian industry in the upcoming Land 400 (Land Combat
Vehicle System) program and the
value of science and technology
in the development of future
weapons and systems.
“Land 400 is one our most
significant capability programs
when measured in terms of impact
on the ADF’s war-fighting capability,
acquisition budget and complexity,”
he offered. “Its importance cannot
be overstated.”
Minister Robert noted
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that one of the requirements of the program is that the vehicles selected must already be
in service with another defence force (therefore Military of the Shelf) and that government
had learned from previous projects.
“But, and this is a big but, just because the government will be mandating the vehicles
are MOTS, it does not mean they will be simply imported into Australia. There are very
significant Australian industry opportunities in the Land 400 project – potentially more
than in any other major project in the current DCP,” he told industry leaders.
“Both Minister Johnston and I will be lobbying very strongly for the vehicles to be
either manufactured or assembled here in Australia. And it is here that I am looking to
both you in industry and State Governments to get together and look at creative ways of
constructing competitive tenders once the project has received First Pass Approval later
this year.”
Commenting on DSTO’s Strategic Plan 2013-18 published last year, the Minister said the
government supported its aim of seeking to harness the organisation’s strength of being a
valued advisor on science and technology to the Defence at national security committees.
“DSTO will deliver this outcome by being a collaborative partner in leveraging worldclass science and technology capabilities found within Australia and overseas. I also want
to DSTO to strive to be an innovation integrator by working with the rest of Defence and
our national security community to ensure that scientific knowledge and technological
best practice is applied to deliver practical and innovative capability outcomes,” he said,
before offering a challenge to delegates from across academia and industry.
“I ask you to consider what our next ‘JORN’ over the horizon radar or Nulka missile
decoy- like capability outcome will be? What will be the next such developments which
are being worked on by our DSTO scientists and industry partners? How do we ensure
that it becomes another success story for our nation and our warfighter?”

DMO NEEDS TO BECOME SMARTER – CEO

I want better business acumen. I want people who understand
what makes business tick:
DMO CEO Warren King.

Warren King, CEO
of the DMO used
the second keynote address of the
congress to detail
some of the reforms
already made in his
organisation and to
note that his first
priority in 2014 will
be to support the
government’s first
principles review
detailed by Senator
Johnston earlier.
Mr King told
delegates that the
DMO had reduced
its’ civilian workforce

by 14 percent
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since June 2012 and noted that
reductions are being made across the
board, including from the 20 percent
ratio of uniformed staff.
“We face a challenging financial
situation, but we continue to
demonstrate strong budget and cash
management control for the portfolio
of project and sustainment activities,”
industry.”
he noted. “But what we have to do, is
Warren King
we have to do it more economically.
“We must make sure the $40
million we spend every working day
of the year is managed efficiently,
effectively, economically, and of course ethically. Reducing costs to industry and making
DMO more commercially astute are key priorities for us, and work is already underway
to improve these areas. But we can, and will, get even better.”
Mr King said that he was currently looking at how to redraw and redefine the
boundaries between DMO and industry and hoped that one of the things the first
principles review would look at would be the issue of workforce management
within DMO.
“If we want true reform, there are many things we need to do, but one of them
is to make sure that DMO has workforce flexibility. How that’s achieved is very much in
the hands of the review team and government’s consideration,” he said.
Looking at his organisation, Mr King said that he thought that, despite well
intentioned and competent personnel, the fact that decisions sometimes take longer
than they need to, points to a lack of outcome focus.
“I want quicker decisions. But by the way, we can’t afford to throw out logic and
good analysis,” he continued.
“I want better business acumen. I want people who understand what makes
business tick and how you strike a good and adequate bargain between both parties.”
Mr King said he hoped the review would consider organisational effectiveness, but
pointed to the fact that the last 68 projects delivered, with a total value of over $4
billion, were delivered in excess of $300 million under budget. He also noted that, of
the 21 Projects of Concern listed in 2008, 13 are now remediated.
“So what’s the future for us? It’s to become more lean and more active, more
efficient. We need to clear the differential roles between DMO and our other
stakeholders (and) we need more commercial focus,” he concluded.
“We need greater agility in the workforce. We need stronger performance culture,
we need more collaboration with industry, and we need to deliver better outcomes
with fewer people. And we can do it.”

“We need greater agility
in the workforce. We need
stronger performance
culture, we need more
collaboration with
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DEFENCE BUDGET PREDICTIONS FOR
THE 2013-14 PERIOD
Dr Mark Thomson, program director, Budget and Management Program,
Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) has delivered a Defence budget review at every ADM Congress since inception and, as in previous years, he set the
2013/14 budget forecast with a bit of recent historical context.
“What’s the status of the defence budget at the moment? Well I think it’s fair to say
that we’re in a period of repair after a pretty rocky period of time that began with the
global financial crisis,” he began. “Now is the opportunity to begin putting back together
the pieces of the defence budget to provide a sustainable way to move forward.”
He noted that the 2009 White Paper had promised three percent real growth to
2017/18 and then 2.2 percent real growth out to 2030, but 20 billion of promised funding
had either been deferred into the future, returned to Treasury, or otherwise whittled away
in successive budgets.
“It was too good to be true. The 2013 White Paper in the middle of last year, sought
to bring reality back to the situation and match means with ends, (but) in terms of ends,
largely kept every single major initiative of the 2009 White Paper – it was Force 2030
under a different name,” he said. “In short, the capability goals stayed the same but the
money simply wasn’t there. It was fanciful and was never going to be affordable.”
Dr Thomson also estimated that, despite government assurances that the Defence
budget will not be cut any further; there is a net reduction in funding of $425 million over
the next four years. He also warned against ramping up spending too quickly if and when
the time comes, saying that it is difficult to initiate and then approve projects and difficult for
industry to mobilise and deliver
projects in a timely manner.
“The rate of First Pass
Approvals has been dismally low
and I think that adds further
concern to the ability to ramp up
activity once the money comes
back on line,” he cautioned.
“There’s no point holding your
breath until the last moment and
then tipping a bucket of money
into Defence, it’s not going to be
spent. You have to increase the
spending slowly, to allow time
for projects to be approved, to
allow contracts to be written,
to allow industry to mobilise its
ability to get things done.”
He also cautioned against
expecting the current reforms
Dr Mark Thomson explaining his complex graphs
within Defence to solve the
to an appreciative and attentive audience at
government’s funding issues.
ADM2014.

“If you get rid of 3000
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people in DMO and those people are actually doing something, and I believe they are,
then you have to transfer that responsibility across to industry,” he explained.
“It is possible to drive down numbers in DMO, but don’t think that you’re going to
save every last cent of what those people are earning in salary Because what you are
going to need to do, is pay people to perform at least some, and I’d argue a significant
share, of the tasks presently being undertaken. It might give us a better outcome, it might
be more effective, but let’s not pretend its going to balance the books.”
The difference between fiscal and economic problems was also examined in some detail
in Dr Thomson’s address. “Fiscal problems shouldn’t be confused with economic problems.
Fiscal problems are what win and lose elections and are very important for politicians, make
no mistake about it, but don’t confuse them with economic problems,” he said.
“Economic problems are faced by countries such as Italy, which owes something in the
order of 100 percent of its GDP. In comparison, using Treasury’s own projections, we will
peak at about 15 percent of GDP. I’m not arguing that we shouldn’t get to surplus as soon
as we could but, unlike a whole range of other developed countries, our economic and
debt situation is fundamentally more favourable. If Australia’s defence in the 21st century
really requires twelve submarines, 100 Joint Strike Fighters and for every single person
now in uniform to be held in uniform in perpetuity, well we can afford to do it.”
“What’s driving the level of defence spending at the moment and is likely to drive the
level of defence spending in the future, is what we’ve seen drive it over the last few years,
and that’s the electoral imperative of getting back into surplus – which has precious little
to do with fundamental economics,” he concluded.
“The government, for a whole range of very understandable political reasons will have
lots of competing demands for the taxpayers dollar and the chances of Defence getting
two percent of GDP are not guaranteed.”

‘VALLEY OF DEATH’
VERSUS ‘CLIFF OF
OBLIVION’ – THE FUTURE
OF NAVAL SHIPBUILDING

Despite the gloomy talk surrounding the
‘valley of death’ or ‘cliff of oblivion’ in naval
shipbuilding, BAE Systems Australia CEO David
Allott remains optimistic about the outcome.

As one of the major issues facing defence industry at the moment, the future of Australia’s naval shipbuilding
industry was a subject mentioned and/or
discussed in many presentations at the
2014 Congress.
In his opening keynote address, Defence
Minister, Senator David Johnston
acknowledged the issue, but did not give any
details as to the government’s plans in this
regard.
“I am currently receiving advice
and working closely with the DMO and

Australia’s shipbuilding sector
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to avoid production troughs
where possible and to deal with
the current problems they are
confronting,” he said.
Whether it is referred to as the
‘valley of death’ or, as at least one
presenter described it, the ‘cliff of
oblivion’, time is running out for a
solution to the closure of at least
one of Australia’s shipyards and
possibly more.
David Allott, managing
Director and CEO of BAE Systems
Australia and Stephen Ludlam,
managing director and CEO of ASC
both gave presentations on the first
day, which dealt with the issue in
some detail.
ASC CEO Stephen Ludlam talked in detail about
Despite difficult circumstances
the challenges facing naval shipbuilding.
David Allott told delegates that he
was optimistic about the future
of the defence industry as a whole, but cautioned that time was running out for the
Williamstown dockyard.
“Work will finish in 2015 and unless further work is forthcoming we will have to start laying
people off at the end of this quarter and close the shipyard by the end of 2015,” he warned.
“This would be a national tragedy and would likely put paid to naval shipbuilding
in Australia, because the cost of re-establishing the capability would probably be cost
prohibitive.”
Mr Allott noted that BAE Systems was not alone and all of the key players are facing
their own problems in this regard, albeit at different times.
“In such closely interconnected industry the loss of such a critical component would
seriously impact the viability of the remaining capability,” he said.
“Most importantly, it will also prevent accomplishment of the planned maritime
replacement program by in-country capability and we would be reliant on offshore
solutions to provide this sovereign capability.”
On the afternoon of the second day a panel discussion, appropriately named
‘Addressing the Valley of Death’ was held, comprising John O’Callaghan from the
Australian Industry Group, Alan Rankins from AIDN; Brent Clark from BAE
Systems; Lindsay Stratton, Chief Executive of Forgacs and ASPI’s Senior Analyst
Dr Andrew Davies.
From a strategic standpoint, Andrew Davies told delegates that the government
needed to ask itself whether it wanted a naval shipbuilding industry in Australia. “If the
answer is yes, then you must do something about it,” he said. “If the answer is no, that’s
fine, then everyone will sell off their assets and restructure and do what commercial
entities do. But don’t complain in 10 years’ time when you can’t build a submarine”.
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RETHINKING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEFENCE
AND INDUSTRY
While most people think of defence
industry in terms of equipment manufacturers, the 2010 Defence Industry
Policy Statement revealed that the annual spend on non-equipment goods
and services across Defence was between five and six billion dollars.
With the perception that nonequipment service providers are not very
well understood within some areas of
the wider Defence organisation, IBM
Australia’s managing director Michael
Clifford suggested to delegates that
a rethink of the relationship between
Defence and industry would be beneficial
to the nation.
I believe the non-equipment sector is of
“Defence Industry has an important
increasing value as its members continue to
build knowledge in the space where Defence
place within the manufacturing sector
cannot do it themselves: IBM Australia MD
of the economy; particularly given the
Michael Clifford.
imminent demise of Australian car
manufacturing,” he noted.
“But the very real fact is that Defence cannot operate without the broader Defence
Industry Sector and this is particularly the case for the non-equipment providers. Be it:
catering, information technology, consulting services, engineering and assurance, medical,
legal support, transport, logistics, or infrastructure development.”
Mr Clifford said that the non-equipment providers bring with them a wide array of
skills, knowledge and innovative ideas from other sectors of industry in many cases, and
these lessens can translate across to Defence.
“I believe the non-equipment sector is of increasing value as its members continue to
build knowledge in the space where Defence cannot do it themselves,” he detailed.
“These companies may have the choice to move sectors but I believe Defence can’t
really afford to let this happen.”
Mr Clifford also said that Defence Industry Policy could no longer remain solely a
manufacturing policy viewed through the DMO.
“The challenge facing policy makers is to enable the leveraging of capabilities and
insight resident in the non-equipment sector; to ensure greater efficiencies can be
achieved for Defence while increasing the
opportunity for productivity improvements,”
Defence Industry Policy could
he added.
“This is not about selling more software
no longer remain solely a
or a widget, nor is it about automatically
manufacturing policy viewed
reducing contract values. It is about
dialogue, with a common reform and
through the DMO.

efficiency outcome.”
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEFENCE
AND THE ECONOMY
Jodie Patron, associate director of
KPMG provided Congress attendees
with an interesting insight into economic data in the Defence context
with a presentation titled, ‘What do
economists think they know about
defence’.
“Our job is to convert your really
detailed industry knowledge into
a broader economic context to help
policy makers and decision makers
around different projects and policies,”
she told industry delegates.
“How does defence fit in? How does
it link with other industries within the
economy? How do changes in defence
expenditure over time relate to GDP and
Our job is to convert your really detailed industry
how do we use this information to help
knowledge into a broader economic context:
with the decision making process.”
Jodie Patron, Associate Director, KPMG.
For example, she said that data
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics’
2009/10 Input-Output table (the latest
information available), which showed that payments to employees made up 29 percent
of defence production costs indicated that the defence industry cost structure was
significantly influenced by recent wage pressure.
“In the same period the ABS statistics
showed that 24 percent of Defence’s input
costs were in construction of facilities,
Check out on the following pages:
which is an example of how economists can
• SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT
determine what industries the money flows
• CANDID CAMERA
through to,” she said.
“This is the sort of information we use
• EVENT SPONSORS
to identify changes in defence spending, or
how policies which affect Defence activities
To receive a copy of a photograph
might flow through to other industries
from the event, email managing editor
across the economy.”
Ms Patron said that a further important
Judy Hinz e. judyhinz@yaffa.com.au
factor was how many of the goods and
services provided were sourced locally and
data is analysed all along the supply chain to determine what effect their purchase will
have on other service providers.
“So we get a big picture of how different Defence spending flows through to the
economy and impact on things like the consumer industry,” she said.
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SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT

Raydon Gates, Chief Executive, Lockheed
Martin Australia and New Zealand.

VADM Peter Jones, Chief of Capability
Development Group (CDG).

David Gould, General ManagerSubmarines, DMO.

Alan Rankins, National President, AIDN.

AVM Gavin Davies, Deputy Chief of Air
Force, RAAF.

RADM Mark Campbell, Head of Navy
Capability, RAN.

MAJGEN Jeff
Sengelman, Head of
Modernisation and
Strategic Planning,
Australian Army.
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Candid Camera at the 11th ANNUAL ADM DEFENCE/INDUSTRY CONGRESS
Check out a full photo gallery at http://www.australiandefence.com.au/home/events/event-photos

Thank you to sponsors and speakers who made the conference possible. Details of
sponsors appear on the following page. Look for a full report in ADM April 2014 edition.

Images: Leigh Atkinson,
Imagemakers, Canberra
and David Jones, ADM.
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